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Innermost launches new colour collection for
2022 interior trends

● British lighting designer, Innermost, has announced a new colour collection
across two of its best-selling ranges

● Six new colour options will be available for Hoxton and Chelsea ranges
including Pantone’s vibrant ‘Very-Peri’ - set to soar in popularity this year

● Highly anticipated colour line significantly expands the designer’s pendant
light offering

Design-led lighting specialists, Innermost, will be releasing a large new colour range of high-
quality pendant lights in the most anticipated interior colour trends for 2022.

Launching at this year’s Top Drawer trade show (20th – 22nd February 2022 at Olympia, London),
the company’s Hoxton and Chelsea lights will be available in Summer Sun, Dusky Blue,
Forest, Papaya, Olive and Very-Peri.

Innermost co-founder Steve Jones said: “Ceiling lighting is now the focus of rooms rather
than being merely functional and our new products will allow designers to really make an
impact with ceiling lights across both residential and commercial projects.

“The ‘Very-Peri’ purple Pantone shade is expected to soar in popularity this year with those
opting for vibrant colours, along with our Summer Sun pendant in energising yellow.

“Meanwhile, our new Forest and Olive colour offerings are perfect for those wanting to keep
an earthy and organic feel to their designs.”

Calming blue hues, including Dusky blue, are also set to be big in 2022 as they take over
from the black and grey shades that have previously been an interior staple. Dulux has
already announced that its ‘Bright Skies’ blue is its paint colour of 2022.

The aluminium spun Hoxton and Chelsea shades are two of the most popular Innermost
ranges. Available in a variety of sizes, they were previously only available in black or white
colour options.

The Hoxton is a curvilinear pendant light with three angled facets in spun aluminium, that
creates a simple yet striking aesthetic. It is inspired by its namesake – the area found at the
heart of the East End of London. Hoxton is an area of innovation and re-invention but retains
a solid sense of identity and functionality.

http://www.innermost.net/
http://www.topdrawer.co.uk/


The pendants come in two diameter options. Hoxton 17 is perfect for bar counter tops and
clusters, and Hoxton 50 suits larger spaces.

Also made from spun aluminium, the Chelsea pendant lights are reminiscent of an upturned
teacup, and, therefore, are named after a traditional variety of teaware whose shape was
identified as ‘Chelsea’.

Light emits from the top of the Chelsea pendants to create a delicate illumination around the
exterior. The versatile range works perfectly as a cluster, particularly effective with multiple
size and colour choices.

The new colour collection will be showcased alongside other Innermost products and
Innermost Plus brands at the Top Drawer trade show. Innermost can be found at stand C20
from 20th to 22nd February at Olympia, London. For more details on Top Drawer visit
www.topdrawer.co.uk

For more information or sales enquiries please visit www.innermost.net or contact a member
of our team on info@innermost.net / 020 7620 1808.
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About Innermost:
Since its launch in 1999, Innermost has always collaborated with unique brands to bring
customers the best design. That remains its goal today.

Innermost has always had an innovative approach to lighting and furniture design. Founded
in London and working with designers from all over the world, Steve Jones and Russell
Cameron have created a diverse brand, making products of the absolute highest quality.

The company has followed its original philosophy, and today offers one of the best
selections of design-led lighting in the UK, as well as a growing range of furniture. 

With the launch of Innermost Plus, the original manufacturing skills and the innovative
Innermost own brand will remain, and new, complimentary, brands including UMAGE, Pilke,
EOQ and Shropshire Shades, have been welcomed to the fold alongside it.

The brands are stocked at the Innermost Plus distribution centre and factory in Telford,
which has facilities for bespoke finishing and assembly.

www.innermost.net.
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